Success Story

Engaging customers
with video interviews
How Mailoop builds loyalty
and trains its users with video

THE CLIENT

An expert in digital
communications
Founded in 2017, Mailoop is the ﬁrst
solution for continuous improvement of
email and meeting usage in the
enterprise.
THE PROJECT

Strengthening the link with customers
Every month, Mailoop organises digital challenges at their
customers'. The Mailoop team wants to interview the internal
sponsor of this challenge on video in order to foster participation
amongst employees. They also plan to interview the winner at the
end of the challenge. Ophélie, a business development manager in
charge of this strategy, turned to Kannelle to create these videos
very easily.

"The main advantage of using Kannelle when I visit
our customers is that the only gear I need is my
smartphone.”

Ophélie
Business Development Manager

THE SOLUTION

Kannelle for ﬁlming and editing interviews
quickly on a smartphone
Kannelle addresses perfectly the need to create content on the ﬂy,
quickly and autonomously.
To create interview videos, Ophélie visits customers in their ofﬁces
and only need her smartphone to ﬁlm. She’s then able to post her
video on social networks within 15 minutes!
The videos have a professional look thanks to the advice given
during the scripting and recording stage within the Kanelle app. And
each video adheres to Mailoop's visual identity which was set up
beforehand. Kannelle thus makes it possible to enhance external
communications in a quick and easy way and to motivate
participants.

"In just ten minutes, my client interview is done and
dusted. It is unique and, above all, the result is of
the highest quality.”

Ophélie
Business Development Manager

THE EXAMPLE

Video to build customer loyalty
➡ Discover the full story in this video testimonial

Mailoop builds customer loyalty with Kannelle

"With our clients, video enables us to spread good
practice amongst colleagues."

Ophélie
Business Development Manager

Kannelle, the video solution for all!
Kannelle is a complete solution dedicated to business video creation. With
the Kannelle app, available on iOS and Android, any employee can create a
professional video in 15 minutes. Its main features are:
●

A library of customisable business video scenarios

●

Assisted ﬁlming

●

Automatic edits using the company's visual identity

●

Automatically generated animations and subtitles

Our solution also includes a web-based platform to manage users, visual
identities and custom scenarios to ensure that every piece of content is on
brand. Finally, Kannelle’s Love Ofﬁce is there to inspire and support you.
With Kannelle, video is simple and accessible to all, without speciﬁc skills!
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